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1. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years the development of mobile communications has required ever
increasing number of base stations for both existing mobile operators and new ones. More and
more users ask for a higher quality services so new technological solutions have been studied
and applied to assure effective coverage for given geographical areas, as in squares or narrow
streets, characterized by a very high traffic demand or where coverage by usual macrocells is
very difficult.

On the other side, modern societies of developed countries ask for a better and better
quality of life and appropriate government policies. Several studies of national and
international scientific organizations have been performed and are still in progress to establish
any possible adverse effects on human health of non-ionizing radiation exposure. So, many
governments, forced by public opinion pressure, have produced specific standards in
agreement with scientific organization guidelines and ”prudent avoidance” politics too.
Nowadays, designing their networks, mobile operators have to respect requirements contained
in these standards.

So a hierarchical cellular system have been recently proposed to comply more easily with
both coverage requirements and lower exposure limits. This new coverage strategy of
geographical areas requires the presence of microcells beside the usual macrocells.

In this paper the study of the distribution of the electromagnetic field levels produced by
microcellular base stations characterized by different features and configurations is presented,
in order to define a few guidelines for the correct setting up of antennas in compliance with
current standard requirements. This is obtained comparing results of theoretical modeling,
based on the radioelectrical characteristics of each sources, and measurements data.

Results achieved by measurements performed on a preliminary sample of microcells have
been presented in this work.



2. MICROCELLULAR INSTALLATIONS

Microcells consist of small size antennas (figure 1) and are characterized by emitted power
values lower than macrocells.

Figure 1 : Example of microcellular antenna

They typically allows efficient radio coverage of either urban areas, such as squares and
streets, or areas characterised by heavy telephone traffic, such as the ones with high resort of
tourists or people in general (offices, hospitals, hotels, etc).

Anyway, these cells are located few metres high from the ground, sometimes close to neon
signs or on house walls, kiosks covers and roofs [1].

So, even if involved radiated power is much lower than that radiated by macrocells,
exposure to field values near or over limits fixed by Italian regulations [2] may take place.

Among possible different installations of microcellular antennas, the following situations
have been investigated in this work:

1.  Neon signs-mounted cells (Figure 2a);
2. On wall-mounted cells (Figure 2b);
3.  Pole-mounted cells (Figure 2c).

Types 1 and 2 are often installed in order to grant efficient coverage of short streets located
in urban area instead of type 3 antennas which are usually installed to cover open areas
characterized by an high traffic demand.



Figure 2:  (a) Neon signs-mounted cell, (b) On walls-mounted cell, (c) Pole-mounted cell

3. METHODS AND INSTRUMENTATION.

Some microcellular installations have been investigated in this work first by theoretical
evaluation of field levels produced by such installations in the surrounding area and then by in
situ measurements.

Theoretical evaluations have been performed through a numerical model [3] based on the
formula referred to the free space plane wave propagation :
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where E represent the electric field strength in a point at distance R from the source,
Z=377Ω  the known free space impedance, n the number of radiated radiofrequency carriers,
Pi the transmitted power per single carrier, Gmax the antenna gain referred to the isotropic
source, G(ϑ) and G(ϕ) respectively denote horizontal and vertical antenna radiation patterns
where ϑ and ϕ are azimuth and elevation angles. Radioelectric data have been provided by
mobile network operators.

The numerical model permits to calculate electric field values produced by one or more
sources in any horizontal or vertical section.

Because of small physical antenna dimensions, the far field hypothesis describes the real
condition of propagation at already about 0.5 m antenna distance at GSM frequencies.

To comply with standard requirements, calculus of the extension of the three-dimensional
region of space surrounding antenna characterized by field levels greater then standard limits
has also been performed . This region is defined as forbidden zone and is usually bounded [4]
by a box of D1, D2 and D3 dimensions (see figure 3).

Finally, in situ measurements have been carried out with the scope to evaluate
reliability of simulations results.



In order to compare results with the ones obtained by means of previous simulations,
measurements have been performed with the only BCCH channel enabled, transmitting at
maximum power. This procedure could be done thanks to the help of mobile operators.
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Figure 3 : Forbidden zone.

In Base Stations normal operation, BCCH carrier carries both phone traffic and network
informations and is always transmitted at its maximum power even in absence of phone
traffic.

Because of the statistical nature of the traffic demand, all other traffic carriers have been
disabled so as to avoid strongly time dependent results.

The wide-band spot measurements have been performed using the following instruments:
• PMM mod. 8053 field meter sensors provided by the EP-330 (100 kHz ÷ 3 GHz)

three-axial probe characterized by a sensibility of 0.3 V/m (measurement uncertainty of
18%);

• Wandel & Goltermann mod. EMR-300 field meter sensors provided by the Type 8.2 (100
kHz ÷ 3 GHz) three-axial probe characterized by a sensibility of 0.5 V/m (measurement
uncertainty of 21%);

• A dielectric tripod;
• A telescopic rod;
• The OR-02 optical repeater which allows to connect the three-axial probe to the PMM

mod. 8053 sensor through an optical fibre.



4. RESULTS.

Figure 4 shows the diagram of forbidden zone dimensions D1, D2 and D3 vs. radiated power
of a typical microcellular antenna (Matt JB mod. 5027). The figure reports D1, D2 and D3
trends for exposure limits stated by Italian regulations (20, 6 and 3 V/m).
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Figure 4 : Forbidden zone dimensions vs. radiated power for Matt JB 5027 antenna.

Figure 5a shows the diagram of electric field values produced by the microcell shown in
figure 2a in a vertical section passing through the antenna and perpendicular to its pointing
direction. Measured values are those produced by BCCH carrier. The mounted antenna is a
Matt JB 5027.

Spot measurements has been carried out in the points of a grid (violet small circles in
figure 5a) using a Wandel & Goltermann field meter with a electric field probe Type 8.2
mounted on a telescopic cane. Diagram of figure 5a has been later obtained through an
interpolation process.

Figure 5b shows the diagram of calculated electric field values in the same vertical section.
Values has been obtained through far field algorithm and are those produced by BCCH carrier
(radiated power has been provided by mobile company).

We have to underline that all theoretical evaluations are obtained in ideal conditions,
without obstacles around antennas. So phenomena of diffraction and reflection are not
considered.
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Figure 5a: Diagram of measured electric field values existing in the vertical section passing through antenna of
figure 2a and perpendicular to the pointing direction. Measurements took place in violet points. Diagram is
obtained through an interpolation process.
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Figure 5b: Diagram of calculated electric field values produced by BCCH carrier in the vertical section passing
through antenna of figure 2a and perpendicular to the pointing direction.

Comparison of figures 5a and 5b shows a good agreement between diagrams of measured
and calculated values.

Figures 6a and 6b show diagrams for the microcell shown in figure 2b, analogous of those
of figures 5a and 5b. Antenna model is the same of previous microcell and is mounted 4 m
high from the ground.

Measurements and calculus points are included in the horizontal section passing through
the radioelectric center of antenna.

Here, spot measurements have been carried out using a PMM EP-330 probe, mounted on a
telescopic cane and connected, through the optical repeater OR-02 and an optical fiber, to the
electric field meter PMM mod. 8053.
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Figure 6a: Diagram of measured electric field values existing in the horizontal section passing through
radioelectric center of the antenna showed in figure 2b (4 m high from the ground)
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Figure 6b: Diagram of calculated electric field values produced by BCCH carrier in the horizontal section
passing through radioelectric center of the microcell showed in figure 2b.
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Figure 6c: Grid of measurement points.

See figure 6c for the description of the position of the grid of measurement points with
respect to sidewalk.

Comparing diagrams of measured and calculated values, it must be considered that a few
metallic object, such as a street lamp (left side of figure) and a rain-pipe (right side) were in
the proximity of the antenna.

Good agreement between diagrams is showed also in this case, considering instrumental
errors and that calculated field values are obtained through a theoretical value of radiated
power, that may be affected by significant errors. In fact, this value is obtained through
nominal values of power radiated by transmitters and loss values of connecting cables.



Diagram of measured values also permits to extrapolate real forbidden zone dimensions
(D1 and D2 in this case) that can be compared with calculated ones.

5. CONCLUSIONS.
Evaluation of field levels produced by microcellular antennas through both theoretical

calculus based on far field propagation formulas and in situ measurements has been carried
out. Taking into account uncertainties due to instruments, the difficulties of the in situ
measurement procedures and the possible differences between nominal and real values of
radiated power, the comparison between theoretical and measurement data shows a good
enough agreement in order to evaluate simulation reliability.

Technical constrains in positioning of antennas avoid significant contributions from ground
reflections and object diffractions in the zone, close to the antenna, where maximum levels
are measured.

So, because of absence of significant diffraction and reflection phenomena and small
dimensions of antennas, the far field propagation hypothesis used to perform theoretical
simulations did not introduce important approximation errors.

These installations represent an efficient technological solution to enhance electromagnetic
coverage (expecially in urban areas) and minimize base stations architectonical impact.
However, as drawn out by results of these preliminary investigations, they may produce, at a
distance of few meters, exposure levels like those generated by macrocellular base stations at
a distance of 30-50 m in front of the antennas, where typically nearest receivers may be.
These levels are near or over exposure limits of countries where governments, moved on
”prudent avoidance” politics, have produced more strictly exposure requirements (Italy [2],
Switzerland [5] and France [6]).

So, as people are likely to be close to them more easily, the installation of microcells may
imply possible risks of electromagnetic field exposure for unaware workers, which may
eventually operate very close to antennas.

Therefore, efficient evaluations, which could previously assess the opportunity and
modality to proceed with installation, are necessary. Anyhow, for safety reasons, it is
desirable that anybody could easily recognise the presence of microcell antennas, where
installed.

From measurements performed on installations characterized by maximum radiated power
of 1 W and maximum antenna gain of 5.7 dBi, the presence of a 4 m wide forbidden zone
seems to be a fundamental requirement to guarantee compliance with Italian standard
requirements (characterized by the a long term exposure limit of 6 Vm-1).

In the same way, analogous distances may be set for any other microcell configuration
(characterized by different antenna and total transmitted power) through evaluations of box
dimensions like the ones showed in figure 4 for Matt JB5027 antenna. Anyway, it must be
remarked that if total power is radiated transmitting more than one carrier then calculated
electric field values are very difficult to occur because of phone traffic dependence and
transmitted power reduction factors such as power control and discontinuous transmission
(DTX). These features are proper of GSM standard and commonly utilized in normal
operation of base stations to reduce electromagnetic environmental impact and amount of
energy use.
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